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Partner Marketing Software
Category
Partner marketing software gives your business the needed features
to track sales affiliates and partners, and for your partners to get
support and communicate with your company. The platform presents
a private portal for every partner, in which they can access campaign
materials, documents, deals, opportunities, and market development
funds (MDF).
Partner marketing software can be leveraged by any division of an
organization that deals with third-party contractors such as
consultants, professional services companies, transportation firms,
distribution centers, and external warehouses. This application
delivers great results when utilized with other tools that track
engagement in the portal and partner pipeline progression.
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Award Levels

Customer Success Report
Ranking Methodology
The FeaturedCustomers Customer Success ranking is based on
data from our customer reference platform, market presence,
web presence, & social presence as well as additional data
aggregated from online sources and media properties. Our
ranking engine applies an algorithm to all data collected to
calculate the final Customer Success Report rankings.
The overall Customer Success ranking is a weighted average
based on 3 parts:

MARKET LEADER
Vendor on FeaturedCustomers.com with
substantial customer base & market
share. Leaders have the highest ratio of
customer success content, content
quality score, and social media presence
relative to company size.

CONTENT SCORE
●

Total # of vendor generated customer references (case studies,
success stories, testimonials, and customer videos)

●

Customer reference rating score

●

Year-over-year change in amount of customer references on
FeaturedCustomers platform

TOP PERFORMER
Vendor on FeaturedCustomers.com with
significant market presence and

●

Total # of profile views on FeaturedCustomers platform

resources and enough customer

●

Total # of customer reference views on FeaturedCustomers

reference content to validate their vision.

platform

Top Performer's products are highly rated
by its customers but have not achieved

MARKET PRESENCE SCORE
●

Social media followers including LinkedIn, Twitter, & Facebook

●

Vendor momentum based on web traffic and search trends

●

Organic SEO key term rankings

●

Company presence including # of press mentions

the customer base and scale of a Market
Leader.

COMPANY SCORE
●

Total # of employees (based on social media and public
resources)

RISING STAR
Vendor on FeaturedCustomers.com that
does not have the market presence of

●

Year-over-year change in # of employees over past 12 months

Market Leaders or Top Performers, but

●

Glassdoor ranking

understands where the market is going

●

Venture capital raised

and has disruptive technology. Rising
Stars have been around long enough to
establish momentum and a minimum
amount of customer reference content
along with a growing social presence.
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2021 Customer Success Awards
Check out this list of the highest rated Partner Marketing Software based on
the FeaturedCustomers Customer Success Report.

* Companies listed in alphabetical order
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Featured Testimonials
ABOUT IMPACT

The Impact platform has aided the growth and development of our global affiliate
program. The huge amounts of data help us truly understand the value of our
program and make decisions on where to allocate budget most effectively.
INEZ MIEDEMA
HEAD OF AFFILIATES AND PARTNERSHIPS, TRANSFERWISE

Impact is the global leader in
Partnership Automation and
catalyst for the new Partnership
Economy. Impact accelerates
enterprise growth by scaling
discovery, recruitment,
onboarding, engagement and
optimization of all types of

Impact allows us through the complete flexibility of their platform to create any partnership
structure that we want. Because it’s a neutral third party, there’s a sense of transparency:
partners have a place they can log into to see the sales they drive. There’s no need to hop on the
phone every week to show them the numbers.
DAVID BAKEY
VP OF DIRECT-TO-CONSUMER BUSINESS, HARRY’S

partnerships. Impact’s Partnership
CloudTM manages over $50B in
e-commerce sales and $2B in
partnership payments, providing
automation for the full partnership
lifecycle, confident decision making
and optimization through
measurement and attribution, and

Moving to Impact Partnership Cloud has been a game-changer for us. We were able to custom
model our whole influencer marketing structure like we have never been able to before. I have
rarely seen a customer support and experience team this effective. They assist us with our daily
tasks when needed and bring great recommendations for our program.
MORGANE KAMINSKI
SOCIAL COMMERCE PERFORMANCE LEAD, MAPIFUL

protection from fraud. Impact
drives revenue growth for global
enterprises such as Cabela’s,
Fanatics, Getty Images, Lenovo,
Levi’s, Techstyle and Ticketmaster.
Founded in Santa Barbara, CA in
2008, Impact has grown to over

We have successfully used Impact’s Partnership Cloud to deliver automation and efficiency on
reporting, payments, outreach, prospecting, and messaging to new and existing relationships.
We honestly feel that Impact has provided us with a one-stop shop for our partnership
program.
STEFAN VUKCEVIC
HEAD OF PARTNERSHIPS, REVOLUT

500 employees and twelve offices
worldwide. To learn more visit
www.impact.com.
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Featured Testimonials
ABOUT IMPARTNER

Impartner delivers the industry’s

Increasing the overall awareness and understanding the value of our Alliance Partners and their differentiated skills is
essential for our customers' overall success. The new Alliance Partner Directory is proving to be an invaluable tool, not only
for customers, but for our sales force. Since its inception, we have seen dramatic increases in Alliance Partner engagements
with customers, and ultimately more business for both NI and our valued partners.
ROB REICHMEIDER
AMERICAS PARTNER SALES MANAGER, NATIONAL INSTRUMENTS

most complete SaaS-based
Channel Management Platform,
helping companies worldwide
manage their partner relationships
and accelerate revenue and
profitability through indirect sales
channels. Impartner’s flagship
Partner Relationship Management

TreeHouse's Reseller View allowed us to launch something to our partners that we didn't have
previously and wouldn't have been able to manage before. We can now provide fresh content,
an easy-to-use tool, and access to resources they need and based on the response of our
partners, they're taking advantage of all of it.
NANCY PIERCE
GLOBAL CHANNEL PROGRAM & OPERATIONS MANAGER, SGI

(PRM) solution is the industry’s
most award-winning PRM
technology and one of the
industry’s only turnkey solutions
that can deploy a world-class
Partner Portal in as few as 14 days.

Thanks to Impartner PRM, deal registration has been phenomenally successful for us. Our
registered deals expanded 275% over the first half of 2016. We expect that to outstrip our native
demand generation this year by a significant margin. That's largely due to our ability to
manage those deals as they come into the pipeline.
BRUCE MILNE
CHIEF MARKETING OFFICER, PIVOT3

We’ve had thousands of log ins and downloads. We look to our new portal as not only an
enablement tool for our committed partners, but to attract new partners. We now have the
infrastructure we need to accelerate sales with our partners. Impartner has been a great
solution for us.
JENNIFER FALNIA
DIRECTOR, INTERNATIONAL CHANNEL MARKETING, BLACKBOARD
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Featured Testimonials
ABOUT PARTNERIZE

Partnerize is a SaaS technology

Our mission is to help our thousands of fashion partners grow their business online. Partnering with the
innovative Partnerize platform gives us access to exceptional data insights that increase our ability to work
closely with retailers and optimise their campaigns. Combined with their willingness to provide support at
all levels, Partnerize truly shares our desire to enhance programs and ensure our partners continued
growth.
JENNY COSSONS
CHIEF PARTNERSHIP OFFICER, LYST

company that helps the world's
leading brands build powerful
business partnerships that drive
extraordinary business growth.
The Partnerize Partner Automation
Platform is an end-to-end,
SaaS-based solution for forming,

What Partnerize enables as far as centralisation and consolidation allows us to better liaise with and understand the
internal challenges of adidas. The platform allows us to quickly spot trends, shift budgets and match up revenue growth to
margins for adidas in their key markets. The efficiencies created by managing everything on one platform and sharing data
across marketing partners is powering incremental and sustained growth for all parties.
ROB KABROVSKI
ACCOUNT DIRECTOR, IPROSPECT

managing, analyzing, and
predicting the future results of
partner marketing programs using
artificial intelligence. Hundreds of
the world's largest brands leverage
our real-time technology to
manage more than $6B in partner

The Partnerize platform gives us access to a range of exciting features that allow us to do more for our clients. With
Partnerize we have access to granular reporting and data as well as a central platform for managing creative. This enables
us to offer bespoke creative to our key partners and provides significant time savings. The platform allows us to easily
manage relationships and manage our client's partner program in a more efficient way.
MAGGIE LI
MEDIA ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR, ANNALECT

programs and financial exchanges
across 214 countries and
territories worldwide. Partnerize is
backed by top-tier investors,
including AKKR, Mithril, Greycroft
Partners and DN Capital.

Brands are increasingly seeking advanced technology as they look to grow their
partner marketing programs. Partnerize’s robust reporting, tracking and payment
tools allow us to efficiently manage our clients programs and improve partner
performance.
ROBERT GLAZER
FOUNDER & CEO, ACCELRATION PARTNERS
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ABOUT ZIFT SOLUTIONS

Using Zift allows partners to expand their reach using relevant content
for social media and market directly to prospects without the need for
additional resources.
ORACLE

Zift Solutions is the Enterprise
Channel Management leader,
delivering the people, processes
and technology organizations
require to drive channel success.
Relied on by more than 80% of top
channel chiefs, Zift boosts channel
program productivity and

Zift worked with us to deliver a robust, easy-to-implement solution to our Red
Hat business partners. It allows us to significantly enhance our relationship
with those partners.
RIC NOBLE
CHANNEL MARKETING MANAGER, RED HAT

profitability by automating and
aligning marketing, sales, and
operational processes. The ZiftONE
platform integrates with
established systems to speed
time-to-sales, create an
exceptional partner experience,

The introduction of Zift was a game-changer for Avid and our channel. Our global program
and portals run on Zift’s technology and it has provided us with a significant competitive
advantage. What’s more it has been met with a terrific response from our channel partners.
STEFAN R
DIRECTOR, WORLDWIDE MARKETING

and provide faster ROI.

We knew that Zift (formerly Relayware) could deliver the channel
partner experience we needed and could also meet our scalability
requirements.
JOAN MORALES
PARTNER & ALLIANCES MARKETING SR. MANAGER, NUTANIX
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Featured Testimonials
ABOUT ALLBOUND

The Allbound platform gives us an advantage when recruiting partners because they
can see the value that it can have for them and their sales reps. It allows us to
demonstrate our investment in partner success in ways other suppliers don't.
SUNEDISON

Allbound replaces #PartnerPortals
& PRM with a smart, data-driven
platform that automatically guides
partners to more closed deals &
renewals. Allbound’s SaaS partner
sales acceleration platform lets any
size business accelerate growth

Allbound delivers the functionality we need with a great user interface
that makes it easy for partners to use.
HILIARY ROBERTSON
DIRECTOR OF CUSTOMER OPERATIONS, OPTIMIZELY

through sales and marketing
partners. Their mission is to create
elegant technology that
demolishes barriers and generates
fresh ideas for their customers,
which in turn helps them nurture
and grow their channels. They

Allbound’s analytics have allowed us to closely monitor which partners are
consuming content and completing the training and onboarding we create.
KATELYN GILLET
CHANNEL PARTNER MANAGER, GARLAND TECHNOLOGY

relentlessly work to shape—and
lead—the indirect sales and
marketing sector.

With Allbound we’re not only able to categorize our partners, but we can also
focus on their onboarding experience, as well as equipping them with the
resources they need throughout their partner life cycle.
MATT IRVING
SENIOR MANAGER OF PARTNER OPERATIONS, WP ENGINE
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ABOUT AMBASSADOR

Ambassador empowers businesses

We went through a thorough evaluation of referral marketing platforms and
decided to work with Ambassador based on the customization capabilities
and superior customer service.
TIFFANY BYINGTON
PARTNER PROGRAM MANAGER, VOLUSION

to increase revenue by leveraging
the power of recommendations.
Their flexible referral marketing
software automates the process of
enrolling, tracking, rewarding and
managing loyal customers,
affiliates, partners and fans. This
allows B2B companies, consumer

The flexibility is what sold me on Ambassador. It works as a behind-the-scenes
tracking service for clients sharing the love, a dashboard for affiliates and partners to
track referrals, and an admin tool for keeping track of which programs are working
the best.
GIDEON BALDRIDGE
DESIGNER, BENCH

brands, and agencies to quickly
build, scale, and optimize referral
marketing programs.
Ambassador’s open API also
seamlessly integrates with existing
technologies, enabling companies
to create a custom experience that
aligns with their brand.

Ambassador is completely turnkey. The platform is intuitive and easy to use,
and the feedback from our affiliates, influencers, and customers has been
fantastic.
DAVID SATERSTAD
VICE PRESIDENT OF MARKETING, LITTER-ROBOT

I spent months testing and searching referral programs before finally finding GetAmbassador.
It's by far the most comprehensive and customizable platform with an open API that gave my
developers a hassle free way to integrate a top-tier rewards experience into our website.
CHRIS SHERRILL
MANAGER OF NEW BUSINESS & DIGITAL PRODUCT, LUNATIK
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ABOUT TUNE

TUNE helps performance

We have several partners on board and managing them without TUNE would not be
easy. Both us and the partners are able to track and measure the data with ease. It’s a
must-have for anyone who wants to run a successful affiliate program.
PRADEEP DAYANI
AFFILIATE & MOBILE MARKETING DEPARTMENT, TATA CLIQ

marketers and advertising partners
maximize their ROI through
powerful measurement and
partner management solutions.
Their mobile and performance
marketing solutions are trusted by
the world’s biggest brands, ad

The strong reputation of TUNE has enabled us to successfully onboard more partners with
increased satisfaction and given us the ability to maintain long-term relationships with them.
TUNE also provided great localized technical support and valuable partner introductions, so we
could ramp up quickly. We are now very optimistic about the future of our partner program.
MARS YANG
PARTNER MARKETING MANAGER, ZAFUL

networks, and ad platforms to tie
marketing investments to
measurable outcomes.
A decade after first partnering with TUNE, I continue to be impressed by their unfading passion
and dedication to evolving the platform. Their consistent product updates and outstanding API
drive scalability and innovation for our business that no other platform can.
ANDREW KILDAY
FOUNDER & CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, CLOUTA

Crobo is a data-driven company, and by working with TUNE, we have the possibility to analyze our activity
on a very granular level. This is not only crucial to effectively optimize our campaigns, but also enabled us
to develop our in-house fraud protection tools. Furthermore, TUNE’s excellent customer service is invaluable.
It helped us in the past to resolve urgent issues very quickly.
KARSTEN BUBINGER
VP GLOBAL OPERATIONS & PARTNERSHIPS, CROBO
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ABOUT ZINFI TECHNOLOGIES

ZINFI’s partner marketing assistance has really helped streamline our
marketing operations so we can focus our efforts on sales instead.
ALFRED NG
DIRECTOR OF SALES, COMPUTER HOUSE

ZINFI Technologies, Inc. the leader
in Unified Channel Management
(UCM) innovation, enables vendors
and their channel partners to
achieve profitable growth
predictably and rapidly on a

There are a lot of resources in there, and the ZINFI partner marketing concierge did a really good job of walking me
through the process of setting up a campaign step-by-step. Each ETI campaign has multiple touches: There’s an email
component, a web landing page component and a website content component. For me, just being able to walk through
each step was important. The ability to customize our message was also important.
ANTHONY WALKER
ENTERPRISE TECHNOLOGY INTERNATIONAL

worldwide level. ZINFI helps
technology providers and their
channel partners achieve
profitable growth rapidly and
affordably by automating channel
management processes globally.

Working with ZINFI to get up to speed on the partner portal has been an incredible experience.
Everyone was very welcoming. It’s gotten off to a fabulous start. We’re all headed in a great
direction in making sales and helping businesses and customers prosper. I would absolutely
recommend ZINFI—anytime, anywhere. Well done.
SHANNON D. POOLE
BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT MANAGER, YASH SOLUTIONS

This has given us professional marketing tools we would not have had otherwise. It has saved us a lot of time and effort,
and increased sales. I expected some nice, generic email campaigns, but the ZINFI platform and technology enabled NEC to
provide us with very professional marketing campaigns and tools. ZINFI also has other marketing services…we have not
even scratched the surface. The people are very nice to work with and they have a great solution.
TIM LANDON
PRESIDENT, NATIONAL TELESYSTEMS
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Featured Testimonials
ABOUT EVERFLOW

Everflow is the Smarter Partner
Marketing and Tracking Platform.

Brad's Deals was looking for a robust solution to help improve our in-house affiliate partner tracking needs. Everflow met
all of the criteria we required during the evaluation process. The platform gave us quick and seamless access to new
e-commerce merchants who otherwise would not be able to partner with us. We appreciate that Everflow was simple to
integrate into our existing systems and has helped us expand our affiliate partner reach in a more strategic and impactful
way for our business.
CASEY RUNYAN
MANAGING EDITOR, BRAD'S DEALS

Performance marketing has grown
sophisticated, and Everflow helps
companies stay ahead. Everflow
handles scale through Google
Cloud, drill down analytics
reporting, and automated
optimization with Smart Switch.

Skillz was looking for a solution to help us manage and track our affiliate and strategic distribution partnerships in a
mobile ecosystem. Everflow offered everything we were looking for and more with highly competitive pricing. The
onboarding process was seamless and their intuitive platform made it very easy to migrate and launch new campaigns.
But above all, Everflow's service first approach and incredible customer service has made them a joy to work with and
validated our choice in making them our long-term growth partner.
FELIPE BECERRA
STRATEGIC & AFFILIATE PARTNERSHIP, SKILLZ

After comparing platforms we chose Everflow. Everflow has an intuitive design, it was the only
solution with a completely open API we could build around, and it was affordable. It just made
sense to go with them over other platforms with limitations. Key takeaways others brand should
know for considering Everflow: Amazing team, amazing system.
RYAN GREEN
CO-FOUNDER & CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, GRIDWISE

Everflow has been by far the most intuitive and advanced tracking platform I have used in my 6+ years in the industry. The
technology they have developed has enabled us unparalleled granularity in regulating targeting, allowing us to deliver
amazing results for our advertisers. Another huge factor that makes this platform stand out above others is their flexibility
to build out custom tools, giving us the ability to adapt quickly with the ever changing mobile ecosystem. I am beyond
impressed with what the platform they have built.
ALEXANDER CANO
DIRECTOR OF PERFORMANCE, ADCOLONY
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Featured Testimonials
ABOUT MINDMATRIX

Mindmatrix is the only single, fully

BuildTrack has grown rapidly over the years in the home automation space. As our sales team and channel partner
network spread across the globe, we were on the lookout for a platform that could help us keep up with our progress.
Mindmatrix was the perfect solution to all our requirements. The best part is, unlike other platforms available in the
market, Mindmatrix is the only single, fully integrated platform offering complete sales and marketing enablement for
direct and indirect sales.
RASHMI RAJAN
MARKETING MANAGER, BUILDTRACK

integrated platform offering
complete sales and marketing
enablement for direct and indirect
sales. Mindmatrix combines
Partner Relationship Management
(PRM), Channel Marketing, Asset

As a new company, the software has been instrumental in helping us to organize our
marketing campaign. It’s user-friendly and the mobile phone app helps us keep track
of website traffic and email open rates, even when we’re out of the office.
LOTUS MANAGEMENT SERVICES

Management, Sales Enablement,
and Marketing Automation for the
complete enablement of your sales
and marketing teams. This unified
platform takes you through every
step in the sales process from lead
to revenue, enabling your sales
channels to sell more, faster.

I’m really happy with the reporting features. Being able to see which content is driving traffic to
my website makes it easier to see where to spend my marketing budget. The software is pretty
easy to use, especially the social media scheduling. I’ve seen a big increase in my social media
engagement levels, especially from Twitter and Facebook.
ALLEN WHITE
OWNER, CMIT SOLUTIONS

Campaigns are easy. The content is written by Mindmatrix and is directly relevant. Emails can
be personalized from me, or any other sender at the company. It's very easy with no hassles. We
get reports that we access on the MSP-IT Advantage portal that tell us who opened what and
when.
MICHAEL H BROWN
NATIONAL DIRECTOR, TIER3MD
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ABOUT PARTNERSTACK

PartnerStack is on a mission to

PartnerStack has helped us scale up our community program globally,
enabling us to easily coordinate logistics with our referral partners, no matter
where they are located around the world.
JOSHUA ZERKEL
HEAD OF GLOBAL ENGAGEMENT MARKETING, ASANA

change the way companies reach
customers through channel sales.
They enable companies to reach
more customers through
partnerships. The platform enables
some of the fastest growing
companies like Asana, Intuit and
Freshworks with the tools required

PartnerStack is an incredible software that covers all aspects of any partner
program - VAR, Customer Referrals, Affiliate etc. It's clean and made to be
flexible enough to cover any crazy edgy requirement.
KATYA AKUDOVICH
HEAD OF STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIPS AND BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT, PANDADOC

to build, manage, and scale
channel partner programs. The
network brings companies and
channel partners together.

PartnerStack supports all partner types, has a native integration with Salesforce, and
is nimble enough for a relatively quick implementation. Most importantly, the Success
and Support teams are incredibly effective and responsive.
BRIAN ALLISON
VP CHANNELS, DRIP

A refreshing upgrade to the existing partner technology landscape. We're using the platform to
power customer referrals, affiliates, and resellers - it's a one-stop solution for all of our
administrative needs (payouts, tracking, fraud, compliance etc.), partner onboarding, and
partner activation.
TY LINGLEY
STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIPS, UNBOUNCE
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ABOUT STRUCTUREDWEB

The partner engagement and ability to drive marketing with StructuredWeb’s tools
changed our partners attitude about marketing in general. We were able to reach ROI
that is scalable and repeatable across different segments and markets.
SENIOR DIRECTOR, GLOBAL PARTNER MARKETING
CISCO

StructuredWeb is the leading
provider of Channel Marketing
technologies and services for
companies that drive demand
through channel partner and
reseller networks. They make it
easy for global companies to scale

StructuredWeb is the only platform designed to support the two-tiered distribution
model we see in the IT channel space. The technology gave us the flexibility and
scalability we were looking for to manage and execute multi-tiered channel programs.
RANDY SASAKI
PARTNER, AFV

their entire end-to-end channel
marketing process, so they can
empower their channel partners
and increase partner marketing
performance.

With StructuredWeb technology, we have an increased capacity to execute quality campaigns
more quickly and easily. Gorilla has decreased implementation and execution time and
optimized clients’ budgets year over year by 20% since partnering with StructuredWeb.
BERTA ARMENTERAS
VP OF OPERATIONS, GORILLA CORPORATION

We have been overwhelmed by how positively PEP has been received. It provides vendors with an effective way to distribute
their content whilst increasing reseller usage. Resellers are able to send more effective marketing campaigns, which are
quick, simple, and easy to use. It also gives resellers the opportunity to get involved with all aspects of the marketing mix,
including activities they previously may not have had the time to do.
NICK WRIGHT
MARKETING EXECUTIVE, NUVIAS GROUP
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